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INTRODUCTION

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
(VTA) has prepared this Supplemental Environmental
Impact Report (SEIR) in accordance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources
Code 21000 et seq.; and the CEQA Guidelines,
California Administrative Code, 15000 et seq. Per
CEQA Guidelines Section 15163(2)(b), a supplement
to an EIR “need contain only the information necessary
to make the previous EIR adequate for the project
as revised.”
The SEIR updates information presented in the
Silicon Valley Rapid Transit Corridor-BART Extension
to Milpitas, San Jose and Santa Clara - Final Environmental Impact Report (November 2004). The VTA

\\\\\\\\

with CEQA. Analysis of the Bay Area Rapid Transit
Extension to Milpitas, San Jose and Santa Clara
(BART Extension Project) presented in the FEIR was
based on 10 percent design plans prepared during the
Conceptual Engineering design phase of the Project.
Following approval of the BART Extension Project by
the VTA Board, the Preliminary Engineering design
phase began, taking design plans to the 35 percent
level. This SEIR describes the design changes and
evaluates the associated environmental impacts of the
Project at the 35 percent design level. The SEIR also
covers substantive new information since certification
of the FEIR.

Board of Directors certified the Final Environmental
Impact Report (FEIR) in December 2004 in accordance
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BART EXTENSION
PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
OVERVIEW
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The BART Extension Project would begin at
the planned BART Warm Springs Station (to be
implemented by 2013) in Fremont and proceed on the
former Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) right-of-way
(ROW) through Milpitas to near Las Plumas Avenue
in San Jose. The extension would then descend into
a subway tunnel, continue through downtown San Jose,

and terminate at grade in Santa Clara near the Caltrain
Station. The total length of the alignment would be
16.1 miles. Six stations are proposed with an additional
future station in Milpitas. Passenger service for the
BART Extension Project would start in 2016, assuming
funding is available.
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1.3
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DESIGN CHANGES

Several design changes occurred as the BART
Extension Project moved from the 10 percent Conceptual Engineering design phase to the 35 percent
Preliminary Engineering design phase. The following
discussion lists and briefly describes the design
changes by city (Fremont, Milpitas, San Jose, and
Santa Clara). Summary tables of the changes are
provided at the end of each city’s section. These tables
also indicate the environmental analysis sections
in this SEIR that include a discussion of potential
environmental impacts or benefits associated with a
particular design change. Design changes that result
in impacts and the mitigation measures proposed
to avoid or minimize these impacts are included in
Section 1.5.
Several options for the BART Extension Project
alignment, station configurations, and other features
are presented. These options will be finalized during
subsequent engineering phases of the Project.

\\\\\\\\

ments/roads; the elimination of a locomotive wye
option; the addition or relocation of crossover tracks;
a slight modification to the configuration of the Kato
Road underpass; and the inclusion of a railroad intrusion detection system, which would also be
installed in the cities of Milpitas, San Jose, and Santa
Clara. The design changes are listed in Table 1.3-1
and shown in Figure 1.3–1. A full description of each
design change in Fremont is provided in Section 3.2.1.

see Table 1.3-1 and Figure 1.3-1 >>

1.3.1 City of Fremont
Design changes in Fremont include: the addition
of two aerial alignment options from north of Mission
Boulevard to East Warren Avenue; the addition of
electrical facilities; the identification of access ease-
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Design Change 1. Mission Boulevard/
East Warren Avenue Alignment.
o

o

In the FEIR, the BART alignment would travel
at grade over the Mission Boulevard underpass.
South of Mission Boulevard, the BART alignment
would be at grade and other agencies
would reconstruct East Warren Avenue as a
roadway underpass.
In the SEIR, there are three options for the
BART alignment from Mission Boulevard to
East Warren Avenue. One option is the at
grade configuration already analyzed in
the FEIR. The two additional options include
an Aerial Option and an Aerial East Option
where BART would transition into an aerial
configuration from just north of Mission
Boulevard to south of East Warren Avenue.
Under the aerial options, no improvements
would be required for East Warren Avenue to

Design Change 2. Electrical and Communication Facilities near East Warren Avenue.
o

In the FEIR, a traction power substation and
train control building are located south of East
Warren Avenue and east of the railroad ROW;
however, access to the site is not discussed.

o

In the SEIR, this location is retained with an
access easement/road connecting the site with
Mission Falls Court.

Design Change 3. Locomotive Wye (Fremont).
o

In the FEIR, one option for the locomotive
wye would be located in Fremont on an
undeveloped parcel on the west side of the
corridor, approximately 0.8 miles south of East
Warren Avenue. The other option would be
located in Milpitas.

accommodate the BART alignment.
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Figure 1.3-1: Design Chnages in Fremont
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o

In the SEIR, the Fremont wye location
option is eliminated. The option in Milpitas is
retained, plus an additional option (see
Design Change 13).

Design Change 4. Crossover Tracks near
Kato Road.
o

In the FEIR, there are no crossover tracks north
or south of Kato Road.

o

In the SEIR, crossover tracks would be located
both north and south of Kato Road.

Design Change 5. Kato Road Underpass.
o

In the FEIR, the BART alignment would cross
at grade on a new bridge structure over Kato
Road, which would be reconstructed as a
roadway underpass. The slope of Kato Road
would be an 8 percent grade.

o

In the SEIR, Kato Road would also be
constructed as a roadway underpass.
However, the slope would be a 5 percent grade
making the profile of Kato Road slightly longer.

1.3.2 City of Milpitas
Design changes in Milpitas include: the addition
of one alignment option at Dixon Landing Road;
the addition or relocation of crossover tracks; the
addition or relocation of electrical and communication
facilities; the identification of access easements/roads;
the potential elimination of a locomotive wye; the
addition of three alignment options south of Curtis
Avenue; and the reconfiguration of Project features at
the Montague/Capitol Station. The railroad intrusion
detection system described for Fremont would also
be installed in Milpitas. The design changes are listed
in Table 1.3-2 and shown in Figure 1.3–2. A full description of each design change in Milpitas is provided
in Section 3.2.2.

Design Change 8. Dixon Landing Road
Alignment.
o

In the FEIR, the BART alignment would travel
below grade in a retained cut under Dixon
Landing Road. Dixon Landing Road would
be supported above BART on a new roadway
structure that would remain at grade.

o

In the SEIR, there are two options for the
BART alignment at Dixon Landing Road.
One option is the retained cut configuration
already analyzed in the FEIR. In addition, an
At Grade Option is included. Under this
option, Dixon Landing Road would be
reconstructed as a new roadway underpass
with BART passing at grade over the roadway
on a new bridge structure. An adjacent cross
street to the west of the railroad ROW, Milmont
Drive, would be lowered due to the slope of
Dixon Landing Road.

Design Change 6. Electrical and Communication Facilities near Scott Creek.
o

In the FEIR, a traction power substation is
located south of Scott Creek and west of the
railroad ROW.

o

In the SEIR, this location is retained with an
access easement/road connecting the site with
Milmont Drive. The site would also include a
train control building.

Design Change 7. Railroad Intrusion
Detection System.
o

In the FEIR, a railroad intrusion detection system
is not included.

o

In the SEIR, this system would be installed along
the railroad corridor in Fremont.1

Design Change 9. Berryessa Creek.
o

In the FEIR, BART would pass over Berryessa
Creek on a new 100-foot-long bridge.

o

In the SEIR, BART would cross over Berryessa
Creek on a new double box culvert.

1 The railroad intrusion detection system would be installed not only in the City of Fremont but also in the cities of Milpitas, San Jose, and
Santa Clara where freight trains operate in close proximity to BART, such as where both trains are operating at grade in the corridor.
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Figure 1.3-2: Design Changes in Milpitas
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Design Change 10. Crossover Tracks between Berryessa Creek and Railroad Court.
o

In the FEIR, crossover tracks would be located
near Railroad Court.

o

In the SEIR, the crossover tracks located near
Railroad Court are eliminated. Instead,
crossover tracks would be located to the north
towards the Berryessa Creek crossing.

Design Change 11. Electrical and Communication Facilities near Railroad Court.
o

In the FEIR, a high voltage substation, traction
power substation, switching station, and train
control building would be located north of
Railroad Court on the west side of the railroad
ROW; however, access to the site is not
discussed.

o

In the SEIR, this location is retained with an
access easement/road connecting the site with
Railroad Court.

retained cut past the Great Mall and would
pass beneath Montague Expressway, Capitol
Avenue, and Trade Zone Boulevard, each
of which would be supported above BART
on new roadway structures. The retained cut
configuration would allow a UPRR freight track
to cross the BART alignment on a bridge to gain
access to a new locomotive wye and an existing
spur track that serves three businesses east of
the BART alignment.
o

Design Change 12. High Rail Vehicle Access.
o

In the FEIR, a high rail vehicle access point
would be located south of Calaveras Boulevard
(State Route 237).

o

In the SEIR, this location is retained with
an access easement/road connecting to
Railroad Avenue.

Design Change 13. Locomotive Wye (Milpitas).
o

o

In the FEIR, one option for the locomotive
wye would be located north of Montague
Expressway and east of the railroad ROW. The
other option would be located in Fremont.
In the SEIR, there are two options for the
locomotive wye. One option includes
constructing a new wye in Milpitas in the same
location as that described in the FEIR. The
second option considered is no wye at all.
There is no longer a wye option in Fremont.

Design Change 14. Curtis Avenue to Trade
Zone Boulevard.
o

In the SEIR, there are four options for the BART
alignment from south of Curtis Avenue. One
option is the long retained cut configuration
already analyzed in the FEIR. The three
additional options include a Retained Cut Short
Option, Aerial Long Option, and Aerial Short
Option. The Aerial Long Option would also
allow the UPRR freight track to cross the BART
alignment to gain access to industries and
the potential wye east of the railroad ROW.
However, the two short options do not allow for
this crossing. Under either retained cut option,
Montague Expressway, Capitol Avenue, and
Trade Zone Boulevard would require the same
improvements as described in the FEIR. Under
either aerial option, no improvements would be
required for Montague Expressway or Trade
Zone Boulevard. However, Capitol Avenue
would be reconstructed below grade.

Design Change 15. Crossover Tracks North
of Montague Expressway.
o

In the FEIR, crossover tracks would be located
north of Montague Expressway in a retained
cut configuration.

o

In the SEIR, the crossover tracks would remain
in the same location and configuration under
the Retained Cut Long Option for the alignment
south of Curtis Avenue (see Design Change 14).
Under the Aerial Long Option, the tracks would
be located slightly farther north and on the
aerial structure. Under the Retained Cut Short
Option, the crossover tracks would be located
in the same general location as under the Aerial
Long Option but in an at grade configuration.
Under the Aerial Short Option, the crossover
tracks would be located the farthest north.

In the FEIR, the BART alignment would be in a
long retained cut starting from South of Curtis
Avenue and ending south of Trade Zone
Boulevard. BART would continue in a
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY—DESIGN CHANGES / 

Design Change 16. Electrical Facilities North
of Montague Expressway.
o

In the FEIR, a traction power substation would
be located north of Montague Expressway and
east of the railroad ROW.

o

In the SEIR, this substation would remain in this
location under the Retained Cut Long and Aerial
Long options for the alignment south of Curtis
Avenue (see Design Change 14). However,
under the Retained Cut Short and Aerial Short
options, this substation would be located
immediately north of the Piper Drive cul-de-sac
and east of the railroad ROW.

The configuration of the station would vary
depending on the option chosen for the
alignment south of Curtis Avenue (Retained Cut
Long or Short Options, Aerial Long or Short
Options – see Design Change 14). If either
retained cut option were chosen, the station
would include two side platforms, as described
in the FEIR. If either aerial option were chosen,
the station would include a center platform in an
aerial configuration.

Design Change 18. Depth of Retained Cut
South of East Penitencia Channel.
o

In the FEIR, the depth of the retained cut
from south of East Penitencia Channel to
Trade Zone Boulevard is approximately
30 feet below grade.

o

In the SEIR, under the Retained Cut Long and
Retained Cut Short options for the alignment
south of Curtis Avenue (see Design Change 14),
the depth is generally less than 30 feet. Along
the shallowest portion of the retained cut, the
depth is only 10 feet below grade.

Design Change 17. Montague/Capitol Station.
o

o

In the FEIR, a three to five level parking structure
would be constructed on 3.4 acres at the north
end of the station area. A radio tower would be
located at the northwest corner of the parking
structure, either alongside or on top of the
structure. A bus transit center would be located
to the south of both the parking structure and
South Milpitas Boulevard, which would be
extended into the station area from Montague
Expressway to Capitol Avenue.
In the SEIR, there are two new options for
parking in the station area. Under the Parking
Structure with Surface Parking Option, a four to
eight level parking structure on two acres would
be in the same general location as described
in the FEIR. New property acquisition would
include the areas east and west of Gladding
Court to be designated as surface parking and/
or future transit facilities. Additional surface
parking and/or future transit facilities would
be located as needed within the station area.
Under the Surface Parking Option, the area
where the parking structure would be located
under the Parking Structure Option would
be for surface parking and/or future transit
facilities. The areas east and west of Gladding
Court would be acquired and used for
surface parking and/or future transit facilities.
Additional surface parking and/or future transit
facilities would be located within the station
area. Under either parking option, the bus
transit center would be located north of the
South Milpitas Boulevard extension. The radio
tower would be located west of the railroad
ROW and south of South Milpitas Boulevard.

1.3.3 City of San Jose
Design changes in San Jose include: the addition
or relocation of electrical, communication, or ventilation facilities; the identification of access easements/roads; the adjustment in the depth of some
of the retained cuts; the reconfiguration of Project
features at the Berryessa, Alum Rock, and Diridon/
Arena stations; the elimination of the Civic Plaza/
SJSU and Market Street stations; the addition of the
Downtown San Jose Station; the addition or
relocation of crossover tracks; the modification of the
tunnel alignment in some locations; and other minor
changes. The railroad intrusion detection system
described for Fremont would also be installed in San
Jose (see Design Change 7). The design changes are
listed in Table 1.3-3 and shown in Figures 1.3–3 and
1.3–4. A full description of each design change in
San Jose is provided in Section 3.2.3. The yard and
shops facility, which is partially located in San Jose but
mostly located in Santa Clara, is discussed in Section
1.3.4 for design changes in Santa Clara.
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Figure 1.3-3: Design Changes in San Jose

Design Change 19. Electrical Facilities
South of Trade Zone Boulevard.
o

o

In the FEIR, a traction power substation is
located south of Trade Zone Boulevard and
west of the railroad ROW.

Design Change 20. Depth of Retained Cut
from Hostetter Road to Sierra Road/Lundy
Avenue.
o

In the FEIR, the depth of the retained cut from
north of Hostetter Road to south of Sierra Road/
Lundy Avenue varies from approximately 20
to 50 feet below grade. The deepest portions
are under the Hostetter Road and Sierra Road/
Lundy Avenue overcrossings.

o

In the SEIR, the depth varies from approximately
10 to 35 feet below grade.

In the SEIR, this location is retained with a two
potential locations for an access easement/
road connecting the site with Qume Drive.
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Figure 1.3-4: Design Changes in San Jose

Design Change 21. Communication Facilities
south of Hostetter Road.
o

In the FEIR, a train control building is not
identified south of Hostetter Road.

o

In the SEIR, a train control building would be
located south of Hostetter Road and east of the
railroad ROW.

and/or future transit facilities would be located
as needed within the station area. Under the
Surface Parking Option, the area designated
for the parking structure under the Parking
Structure with Surface Parking Option would
be designated for surface parking only and/
or future transit facilities. Additional surface
parking and access would be provided as
described under the Parking Structure with
Surface Parking Option. Under either option,
access to the station area from the north would
be from Berryessa Road via a new street along
the east side of the railroad ROW.

Design Change 22. Electrical and Communication Facilities near Berryessa Road.
o

o

In the FEIR, a traction power substation
would be located west of the railroad ROW
and either south of Aschauer Court or north
of Berryessa Road.
In the SEIR, this substation would be located
south of Berryessa Road under the BART aerial
structure at the north end of the Berryessa
Station area. The site would also include a train
control room.

Design Change 24. Crossover Tracks and
Pocket Track near Berryessa and Mabury Roads.
o

In the FEIR, three crossover tracks would be
located on the aerial structure from south of
Berryessa Station to south of Mabury Road. A
pocket track would be located between the
three crossover tracks.

o

In the SEIR, the crossover tracks located south of
Mabury Road are eliminated. Two crossover
tracks and a pocket track would be located
on the aerial structure from south of Berryessa
Station to Mabury Road.

Design Change 23. Berryessa Station.
o

o

In the FEIR, there are two options for the parking
structure. One option includes a three- to sixlevel parking structure on 5.1 acres in the
northeast section of the station area. A second
option includes a three- to six-level parking
structure on 6.2 acres in the southwest section of
the station area. Access to the station area from
the north would be from Berryessa Road via a
new street along the west side of the railroad
ROW. Right-of-way required for this access
road would displace up to 400 vendor stalls at
the San Jose Flea Market.
In the SEIR, the northeast parking structure is
eliminated, and there are two new options
for parking. Under the Parking Structure
with Surface Parking Option, a four- to sixlevel parking structure on 3.4 acres would be
constructed in the same general location as the
parking structure in the southwest section of the
station area described in the FEIR. Property
would be acquired to the east of the railroad
ROW and north of Mabury Road. This area
would be designated for surface parking and/
or future transit facilities. Access to this eastern
parking area would be from a new access road
off Mabury Road. A new traffic signal would be
installed at the intersection of this new road and
Mabury Road. Additional surface parking

Design Change 25. Electrical and Communication Facilities near Mabury Road.
o

In the FEIR, a high voltage substation, switching
station, gap breaker station, and train
control building would be located north of
Mabury Road and east of the railroad ROW.
Approximately 1,400 feet of new high-voltage
line would run from the substation along the
north side of Mabury Road and connect to an
existing Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) highvoltage line near the intersection of Mabury
and King roads.

o

In the SEIR, this location north of Mabury Road
and east of the railroad ROW is eliminated.
Instead, these facilities would be located south
of Mabury Road and west of the railroad ROW.
An access easement/road would connect the
site to DOT Way, a private street that leads to
the City of San Jose Mabury Yard. There are
two options for a high-voltage line connection
from the high voltage substation to the PG&E
Mabury Substation, which located south of the
King Road/Las Plumas Avenue intersection.
Under the Mabury Underground Option, the
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new line would run underground within the
ROW of Mabury Road beginning at the high
voltage substation and extending to King
Road. An existing PG&E high-voltage line on
King Road would be upgraded, extending for
approximately 2,500 feet from Mabury Road
to the PG&E Mabury Substation. Under the
Las Plumas Overhead Option, the new line
would begin at the high voltage substation,
run south along the BART alignment, continue
along Marburg Way, then along Las Plumas
Avenue to King Road. The existing PG&E highvoltage line on King Road would be upgraded,
extending for approximately 550 feet to the
PG&E Mabury Substation.

Design Change 26.High Rail Vehicle Access.
o

In the FEIR, a high rail vehicle access point
would be located south of Mabury Road with
an access road connecting to the City of San
Jose Mabury Yard.

o

In the SEIR, the high rail vehicle access point
would be located slightly south of the location
described in the FEIR with an access easement/
road connecting to Nicora Avenue.

Design Change 27. Maintenance of Way
Siding Track.
o

o

In the FEIR, a maintenance of way siding track is
not located south of Mabury Road.

o

Design Change 29. Tunnel Cross Passages.
o

In the FEIR, cross passages between the two
tunnel bores would be spaced every 650 to
800 feet.

o

In the SEIR, cross passages would be spaced
every 300 to 800 feet.

Design Change 30. Ventilation Structure
South of Las Plumas Avenue.
o

In the FEIR, a ventilation structure and vent shaft
is located between Las Plumas Avenue and
Lower Silver Creek.

o

In the SEIR, this facility is eliminated.

Design Change 31. Gap Breaker Station near
Marburg Way.
o

In the FEIR, there is no gap breaker station north
of Marburg Way.

o

In the SEIR, a gap breaker station would
be located north of Marburg Way and east
of US 101.

In the SEIR, a maintenance of way siding track
would be constructed to the west of the railroad
ROW just south of Mabury Road to just south of
the east tunnel portal.

Design Change 28. Tunnel Portals.
o

feet to minimize property acquisition. The west
tunnel portal would be near Newhall Street
and the length of cut-and-cover excavation
required between the portal and headwall is
reduced to approximately 200 feet to avoid
conflict with the I-880 bridge foundations. At
each tunnel portal, an aboveground structure
would provide access leading down to an
equipment room.

In the FEIR, the east tunnel portal is north
of Las Plumas Avenue and the length of the
cut and cover excavation between the portal
and headwall is approximately 600 feet.
The west tunnel portal is west of I-880 and
the length of the cut and cover excavation
between the portal and headwall is
approximately 1,000 feet. Tunnel portal
equipment rooms are not discussed.
In the SEIR, the east tunnel portal would be near
Las Plumas Avenue and the length of cut-andcover excavation required between the portal
and headwall is reduced to approximately 150

Design Change 32. US 101 Alignment.
o

In the FEIR, the tunnel alignment would
curve under US 101 in potential conflict with
abandoned bridge foundations at the US 101/
McKee Road/Julian Street interchange.

o

In the SEIR, the alignment is shifted to the east to
avoid the abandoned bridge foundations.

Design Change 33. Alum Rock Station.
o

In the FEIR, a three- to five-level parking structure
would be constructed on 4.2 acres at the
north end of the station area. A traction power
substation would be located underground at the
southwest end of the Alum Rock Station beneath
28th Street. Two vent shafts would be located
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at either end of the station along 28th Street. A
BART Transit Police Station was not included at
the Alum Rock Station. A slip ramp would be
constructed to provide direct access from the
parking garage to southbound US 101.
o

In the SEIR, a five-level parking structure on
3.9 acres would be in the same general
location as described in the FEIR. Additional
surface parking and/or future transit facilities
would be located as needed within the station
area. The traction power substation would be
located aboveground at the north end of the
station. An auxiliary power substation would
be located near the traction power substation.
The station would include five vent shafts: three
vent shafts would be located near the traction
power substation, and two vent shafts would be
located near the plaza at the south end of the
station. The Alum Rock Station would include
a BART Transit Police Station. The slip ramp is
eliminated, as it does not meet the California
Department of Transportation’s (Caltrans’)
design criteria.

o

Design Change 37. Gap Breaker Station
near 9th Street.
o

In the FEIR, there is no gap breaker station near
East Santa Clara and 9th streets.

o

In the SEIR, a gap breaker station would
be located at the northwest corner of this
intersection.

Design Change 38. Civic Plaza/SJSU Station.
o

In the FEIR, the Civic Plaza/SJSU Station
would be located underground between 4th
and 7th streets. Station entrances would be
located between 4th and 8th streets. The station
would include two vent shafts. One shaft would
be near the southwest corner of East Santa
Clara and 7th streets. The other vent shaft would
be north of East Santa Clara between 4th and
5th streets.

o

In the SEIR, the Civic Plaza/SJSU Station
and all associated station features, such
as station entrances and vent shafts, are
consolidated into a single downtown station
(see Design Change #40).

Design Change 34. Gap Breaker Station
near 22nd Street.
o

In the FEIR, there is no gap breaker station near
East Santa Clara and 22nd streets.

o

In the SEIR, a gap breaker station would
be located at the northeast corner of this
intersection.

Design Change 35. Ventilation Structure
near 20th Street.
o

In the FEIR, a ventilation structure and vent shaft
is located south of East Santa Clara Street on
the east side of 20th Street.

o

In the SEIR, this facility is eliminated.

Design Change 36. Ventilation Structure
West of Coyote Creek.
o

In the FEIR, the ventilation structure and vent
shaft would be located at the northwest corner
of East Santa Clara and 13th streets.

In the SEIR, this location is retained as
one of four alternate locations for the ventilation
structure and associated vent shaft. The
other three locations are on the south side of
East Santa Clara Street between 15th and
17th streets.

Design Change 39. Downtown San Jose
Crossover.
o

In the FEIR, crossover tracks are located in the
tunnel west of the Civic Plaza/SJSU Station
between 2nd and 4th streets. The crossover box
to accommodate these tracks is approximately
685 feet long.

o

In the SEIR, crossover tracks are located east
of the Downtown San Jose Station (see next
design change) between 2nd and 4th streets. The
crossover tracks are accommodated within the
station box, with the crossover portion of the
box reduced from the FEIR to 535 feet long.
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Design Change 40. Downtown San Jose
Station.
o

In the FEIR, there is no underground station
located between San Pedro and 4th streets.

o

In the SEIR, a single downtown station would
be located underground between these two
streets. Station entrances would be located
between 2nd and San Pedro streets. The station
would include two ventilation facilities and
associated vent shafts. One shaft would be
north of East Santa Clara between 2nd and 3rd
streets. The other vent shaft would be located at
the southwest corner of West Santa Clara and
Market streets. The station would also include
a traction power substation and an auxiliary
power substation.

to and immediately west of the HP Pavilion. A
second four- to six-level structure with a potential
bus transit facility would be located east of
the Caltrain Station and south of West San
Fernando Street.
o

Design Change 41. Market Street Station.
o

In the FEIR, the Market Street Station would be
located underground between 1st Street and
Almaden Avenue. Station entrances would
be located between 2nd Street and Almaden
Avenue. Station entrances would be located
between 2nd and San Pedro streets. The station
would include two vent shafts. One shaft would
be north of East Santa Clara between 1st and
2nd streets. The other vent shaft would be
located at the southeast corner of West Santa
Clara and Almaden Avenue.

o

In the SEIR, the Market Street Station and all
associated station features, such as station
entrances and vent shafts, are consolidated
into a single downtown station (see Design
Change #40).

Design Change 42. Diridon/Arena Station
and Alignment.
o

In the FEIR, this station would be partially
constructed under the Caltrain railroad tracks
north of the San Jose Diridon Caltrain Station.
The station would include two vent shafts. One
vent shaft would be located at east end of the
station at the southeast corner of Crandall and
Montgomery streets and the other would be
located at the west end of the station at White
Street. The station area would include two large
multi-level parking structures. A four- to six-level
structure would be located on 2.8 acres within
an existing parking area adjacent

In the SEIR, the underground station would be
constructed to the east of the Caltrain railroad
tracks to avoid these tracks. Due to this modified
station alignment, the tunnel alignment would
shift slightly to the south starting at the west end
of the station. The tunnel would transition back
to the original alignment near The Alameda.
The station would include four vent shafts, two
at each end of the station. At the east end, two
vent shafts would be located east of Autumn
Street. At the west end, two vent shafts would be
located west of Cahill Street. Two options are
included for the parking structure. Under the
Parking Structure Option, a four-level structure
on 4.5 acres would be in the same general
location west of the HP Pavilion as described
in the FEIR. No surface parking would be
provided. Under the No Parking Option,
no parking structure would be constructed.
Under this option, additional parking would
be provided at the Santa Clara Station (see
Design Change 52). The SEIR also includes
two options for a bus transit facility. Under the
North Bus Transit Center Option, an existing
facility located south of West Santa Clara Street
between the Caltrain railroad tracks and Cahill
Street would be expanded. Under the South
Bus Transit Center Option, the facility would be
located north of San Fernando Street between
Cahill and Montgomery streets.

Design Change 43. Traction Power Substation
near Diridon/Arena Station.
o

In the FEIR, this traction power substation would
be located underground at the east end of the
Diridon/Arena Station between Autumn and
Montgomery streets.

o

In the SEIR, this substation would be located
at street level west of the Caltrain tracks at the
southeast corner of White and West Santa
Clara streets. This site would also include an
auxiliary power substation.
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Design Change 44. Gap Breaker Station
near Morrison Avenue.
o

In the FEIR, there is no gap breaker station near
Morrison Avenue.

o

In the SEIR, a gap breaker station would be
located north of The Alameda and west of
Morrison Avenue.

Design Change 45. Ventilation Structure
near Stockton Avenue.
o

o

In the FEIR, one ventilation structure and vent
shaft would be located west of Stockton Avenue
and north of Cinnabar Street. Another facility
would be located east of Stockton Avenue and
north of Taylor Street.
In the SEIR, both these locations are eliminated
and there are five alternative locations for one
ventilation structure and associated vent shaft.
One site is on the west side of Stockton Avenue
near Schiele Avenue. Two sites are on the east
side of Stockton Avenue, also near Schiele
Avenue. Two other sites are on the east side
of Stockton Avenue near Villa Avenue. Any of
these locations would also include an auxiliary
power substation.

Design Change 46. Gap Breaker Station
near Emory Street.
o

In the FEIR, there is no gap breaker station near
Emory Street.

o

In the SEIR, a gap breaker station would be
located at the southwest corner of Stockton
Avenue and Emory Street.

Design Change 47. Tunnel Alignment near
Hedding Street.
o

In the FEIR, the tunnel alignment near Hedding
Street runs along the east side of the Caltrain
railroad ROW. The tunnel begins to ascend
south of the I-880 overpass, with the west tunnel
portal located south of Newhall Street.

o

In the SEIR, the tunnel alignment near Hedding
Street is shifted to the east. The tunnel begins
to ascend at the I-880 overpass with the tunnel
portal north of Newhall Street. This new
configuration avoids conflict with the I-880
bridge foundations.

Design Change 48. Ventilation Structure
South of I-880.
o

In the FEIR, a ventilation structure and vent shaft
would be located south of I-880 and east of the
Caltrain railroad ROW.

o

In the SEIR, this facility is eliminated.

Design Change 49. Depth of Tunnel Bores.
o

In the FEIR, the depth of the tunnels as
measured from the ground or street level to
the top, or crown, of the tunnels varies from 20
feet to 60 feet.

o

In the SEIR, the depth would vary from 20
feet to 75 feet.

Design Change 50. Crossover Tracks near
the West Tunnel Portal.
o

In the FEIR, there are no crossover tracks near
the west tunnel portal.

o

In the SEIR, crossover tracks would be located in
a retained cut just north of the west tunnel portal.

1.3.4 City of Santa Clara
Design changes in Santa Clara include the reconfiguration of Project features at the yard and shops
facility and the Santa Clara Station. The yard and
shops facility, which is partially located in San Jose but
mostly located in Santa Clara, is discussed entirely in
this section. The railroad intrusion detection system
described for Fremont would also be installed in Santa
Clara (see Design Change 7). The design changes are
listed in Table 1.3-4 and shown in Figure 1.3–5. A full
description of each design change in Santa Clara is
provided in Section 3.2.4.
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Design Change 51. Yard and Shops Facility.
City of San Jose
o

In the FEIR, the yard and shops facility in
San Jose would include property from south
of I-880 and east of the Caltrain railroad ROW
to the San Jose/Santa Clara city line.
Buildings south of I-880 would include a
train control building; a two-story, 30,000
square foot Station/Structure Maintenance
and Training Facility; and a 20,000 square
foot Systems, Wayside Equipment and
Non-Revenue Vehicle Maintenance Facility and
Shops. A ventilation structure and vent shaft
would be located at this site. A radio tower
would be located midway between Brokaw
Road and Newhall Street. The site would
include a BART Transit Police Station.

o

In the SEIR, the yard and shops facility does
not include any property, buildings, or other
facilities south of I-880. Instead, the yards and
shops facility in San Jose would be located
north of Newhall Street. Other noteworthy
changes to the yards and shops facility in the

city include the identification of additional
property acquisition on the FMC property
(approximately 0.41 acres); the reconfiguration
of the size and location of some of the buildings
and facilities; the elimination of the radio tower
located midway between Brokaw Road and
Newhall Street; the elimination of a BART
Transit Police Station (now located at the
Alum Rock Station); the addition of a retention
pond; and the addition of parking spaces for
employees, authorized visitors, and delivery
and service vehicles.
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Figure 1.3-5: Design Changes in Santa Clara
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Design Change 52. Santa Clara Station.

City of Santa Clara
o

In the FEIR, the yard and shops facility in Santa
Clara would be located from the City of San
Jose/City of Santa Clara boundary line to De
La Cruz Boulevard, where tail tracks would
continue to Lafayette Boulevard.

o

In the SEIR, the location for the yard and shops
would be similar to that described in the FEIR,
although a single tail track would terminate
just north of De La Cruz Boulevard. Other
noteworthy changes to the yards and shops
facility in the city include the reconfiguration of
the size and location of some of the buildings
and facilities; the addition of a radio tower in
the tail track area; the addition of a retention
pond; and the addition of parking spaces for
employees, authorized visitors, and delivery
and service vehicles.

o

In the FEIR, there are two options for the parking
structure. One option includes a three- to fivelevel parking structure on 3.6 acres north of
Brokaw Road. A second option includes a
three- to five-level parking structure on 4.0 acres
south of Brokaw Road.2

o

In the SEIR, the south parking structure is
eliminated. The Santa Clara Station would
include a three- to four- level parking structure
on 3.3 acres located north of Brokaw Road in
the same general area as described in the FEIR.
If the No Parking Structure Option were chosen
for the Diridon/Arena Station (see Design
Change 42), the Santa Clara Station would
include a five- to six-level parking structure in
the same location. Additional surface parking
and/or future transit facilities would be located
as needed within the Santa Clara Station area
near Coleman Avenue.

2

  On May 26, 2004, the Silicon Valley Rapid Transit Corridor Policy Advisory Board recommended the Parking Structure North Option only,
which is reflected in the FEIR, Volume II, Chapter I, Introduction.  However, on December 4, 2004 (the certification date of the FEIR), the VTA
Board of Directors recommended retaining the Parking Structure South Option in addition to the Parking Structure North Option for further
study.
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CHANGES TO
OTHER PROJECT
FEATURES
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In addition to the design changes described
above, changes between the FEIR and the SEIR include
changes to the construction staging areas, BART core
system access requirements, VTA and BART fleet
requirements, VTA and BART operating plans, and station boardings. While these are not necessarily design
changes, they are listed here as such for consistency.
Other than the construction staging areas, the
changes are due primarily to the difference in the
long-range planning horizon where the FEIR includes
projections for Year 2025 service levels and the SEIR
includes projections for Year 2030. A summary table
of design changes to other Project features is
provided in Table 1.4–1 followed by a discussion of
the changes.

1.4.1 Construction

          Staging Areas

o

In the SEIR, the locations (footprints) of
all permanent facilities would be used as
construction staging areas, as each of these
locations would involve some degree of
construction equipment usage and
storage, construction vehicle parking, and
materials storage. These permanent facility
locations would include stations areas,
electrical and communication facilities
areas, the yard and shops facility, etc.
Since permanent facilities in and of themselves
were not considered in the FEIR as
construction staging areas but are considered
as such in the SEIR, this increases the overall
number of staging areas in the SEIR. In
addition, the SEIR identifies 12 primary
construction staging areas that are not part
of the permanent facility footprints; 5 of
these areas are included in the FEIR, although
the acreages and configurations of these
5 areas are different in the SEIR.

Design Change 53. Construction Staging
Areas.
o

In the FEIR, there are 11 primary construction
staging areas identified. Several of these areas
encompass the locations of permanent facilities
such as station areas.
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see Table 1.4.4 >>

1.4.2 BART Core System
           Access

Design Change 54. BART Core System
Access. The BART core system refers to the BART
system located north of the BART Extension Project.
o

o

In the FEIR, BART core system access (parking)
at the stations north of the BART Extension
Project is based on Year 2025 service levels.
In 2025, 3,235 spaces were projected to be
required.
In the SEIR, parking expansion at existing BART
stations for the new horizon year of 2030 was
assumed to be limited to 3,235 parking spaces
as addressed in the FEIR.

1.4.3 Fleet Requirements
Design Change 55. Fleet Requirements.
o

In the FEIR, the existing fleet sizes for VTA and
BART are given for Year 2002. Projected fleet
requirements are given for Year 2025.

o

In the SEIR, this information is updated to include
the 2006 existing fleet size and anticipated Year
2030 service levels.

VTA’s existing fleet (2006) consists of 525 buses,
36 Valley buses, and 100 light rail vehicles. BART’s
current fleet consists of 670 train cars. The projected
fleet size to meet Year 2030 service levels if the BART
Extension Project were not built includes an increase
of 27 buses, no change in the number of Valley buses
or light rail vehicles, and an increase of 229 BART train
cars. With the BART Extension Project, the projected
fleet size to meet Year 2030 service compared to the
Year 2030 no Project conditions includes an increase
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of 16 buses, a decrease of 4 Valley buses, no change
in the number of light rail vehicles, and an increase
of 166 BART train cars. Table 1.4–2 summarizes the

differences in existing and projected fleet sizes between
the FEIR and the SEIR.

1.4.4 Operating Plan

to 7:00 p.m. in the evening peak. Five of the
express bus routes would also operate in the
reverse-peak commute direction. Bus service
from the Central Valley would operate at the
sole discretion of the respective local transit
agencies and would terminate at the Warm
Springs BART Station.

Design Change 56. Operating Plan.
o

o

In the FEIR, BART would operate every day
from 4:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. with 6-minute
headways from 6:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. After
7:30 p.m. and on weekends, the average
headway would be 10 minutes. Eight VTA bus
routes would provide service to several major
employment destinations, activity centers,
and transit facilities in the Silicon Valley.  VTA
bus routes would operate at 10- to 60-minute
headways in the peak direction from 4:30 a.m.
to 8:30 a.m. in the morning peak and from 3:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in the evening peak. Three of
the express bus routes would also operate in the
reverse-peak commute direction. Bus service
from the Central Valley would operate at the
sole discretion of the respective local transit
agencies and would terminate at the Warm
Springs BART Station.
In the SEIR, BART service would operate as
described in the FEIR. Six VTA bus routes would
provide service to several major employment
destinations, activity centers, and transit facilities
in the Silicon Valley.  VTA bus routes would
operate at 5- to 60-minute headways in the
peak direction from 5:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. in
the morning peak and from 3:00 p.m.

1.4.5 Station Boardings
Design Change 57. Station Boardings.
o

In the FEIR, 83,585 station boardings were
projected in 2025 for seven stations without the
Calaveras Station. The Montague/Capitol,
Market Street, and Santa Clara Stations were
all projected to have over 14,000 boardings
per day.

o

In the SEIR, a total of 104,645 station boardings
were projected in 2030 without the Calaveras
Station. A comparison of the 2025 FEIR and
2030 SEIR boardings by stations is provided
in Table 1.4-3. The 2030 SEIR boardings
are substantially higher than the 2025 FEIR
primarily due to forecasting five more years
into the future and the ridership models’ use of
ABAG’s regionally adopted “Smart Growth”
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land use scenario. The Montague/Capitol,
Downtown, and Santa Clara Station are all
projected to have over 20,000 boardings per
day. The SEIR boardings with the Calaveras

Station are slightly lower than without the
Calaveras Station due to the increased travel
times from an additional stop.
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IMPACTS
AND MITIGATION
SECTION
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Table 1.5–1 summarizes the impacts and mitigation measures of the BART Extension Project not
previously identified in the FEIR. Where impacts cannot be mitigated to less than significant levels, CEQA
Guidelines require the preparation of a Statement of
Overriding Considerations in order for the SEIR to be
certified. This statement provides a means to describe
the balance between economic, legal, social or other
benefits of a project and its unavoidable environmental effects.
Table 1.5-1 uses the following abbreviations to
classify impacts by level of significance:

These definitions are also repeated on each
page of the table.

N ——> No impact
Less than significant impact (impact below
threshold levels either before or after
LS ——>
mitigation is applied
Significant or potentially significant impact
S ——> (before mitigation)
Significant unavoidable impact (impact
above threshold levels where feasible
SU ——> mitigation would not reduce to less than
significant)
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PUBLIC AND
AGENCY
INVOLVEMENT
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VTA issued the Notice of Preparation (NOP) for
the SEIR in July 2006 in accordance with CEQA. Public
scoping meetings were held as follows:
August 8, 2006
Milpitas Community Center
457 E. Calaveras Boulevard, Milpitas
August 14, 2006
City of Santa Clara Police Department
601 El Camino Real, Santa Clara

These public meetings were preceded by Community
Working Group meetings, established during the early
planning stages for the Silicon Valley Rapid Transit
Corridor project. In addition, other meetings were held
with the Policy Advisory Board (PAB), Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC), and Project Development Teams
(PDTs) to address issues related to the SEIR and
Preliminary Engineering design phase. These various
groups are described in the FEIR. Details of the meetings
are given in Chapter 6.

August 15, 2006
Portuguese Community Center
1115 E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose
August 21, 2006
City of San Jose City Hall
200 East Santa Clara Street, San Jose
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1.7

\\\\\\\\

PUBLIC
CIRCULATION OF
THE DRAFT SEIR

\\\\\\\\

The Draft SEIR was circulated for public comments for a period of over 45 days beginning in January,
2007. Public hearings will be held to receive comments on the design changes, environmental impacts,
and proposed mitigation measures. The times and
locations of the public hearings will be announced

\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\

in direct mailings, in display advertisements in local
newspapers of general circulation and noted in the
Project web site. The VTA Board of Directors will
consider the public comments along with the information presented in this document prior to a decision
on the Project.
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ISSUES TO BE
RESOLVED
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Several design options are presented in the
SEIR for the BART Extension Project. Decisions would
need to be made on which options are to be carried
through into subsequent engineering phases. These
options include:
o

o
o

o
o

o

o
o
o

o

o

Relocated Milpitas Wye Option
No Wye Option

Retained Cut Long Option
Retained Cut Short Option
Aerial Long Option
Aerial Short Option

Mabury Underground Option (for the high
voltage line)
Las Plumas Overhead Option (for the high
voltage line)

Diridon/Arena Station Parking
(Design Change 42)
o

o

Parking Structure with Surface Parking
Option
Surface Parking Option

Electrical and Communication Facilities Near
Mabury Road (Design Change 25)
o

Retained Cut Option
At Grade Option

Curtis Avenue to Trade Zone Boulevard
(Design Change 14)
o

o

o

o

Locomotive Wye (Milpitas Option)
(Design Change 13)
o

o

o

At Grade Option
Aerial Option
Aerial East Option

Dixon Landing Road (Design Change 8)
o

Berryessa Station (Design Change 23)
o

Mission Boulevard/East Warren Avenue
Alignment (Design Change 1)
o

o

o

Parking Structure Option
No Parking Option

Diridon/Arena Station Bus Transit Center
(Design Change 42)
o
o

North Bus Transit Center Option
South Bus Transit Center Option

In addition, future decisions will be required on the
provision of BART core system parking to accommodate Project demand north of the BART Extension
Project limits.

Montague/Capitol Station (Design Change 17)
o

o

Parking Structure Option with Surface
Parking Option
Surface Parking Option
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